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NTU background

• Clifton campus is primarily STEM, Sports Science, and paramedic training

• Imaging facility centre
• On site Observatory
• Nuclear laboratory (including a neutron source)
• MRI 1.5T on campus in a hospital format



NTU physics student cohort

This workshop takes place as lab 2 of 3 in Year 3 module Cosmology: Theory and Observation

• Roughly 20-30 students take this module annually as it is only for BSc Physics and Astrophysics, and MSci Physics 
students

• ~20% female identifying students

• Lab 1 is data reduction exercise and galaxy size determination

• Lab 3 is a Stellar spectrum star classification exercise

• We have a higher than average number of neuro-diverse students with a high susceptibility to anxiety

• Generally low entry grades: not because they do not know the physics but because they perform poorly at exams 

• Low socio economic background, and lots of first generation university students.

• Spend a lot of non contact time doing part time jobs to survive current cost of living



Why is public engagement important for students?

Employability / Recruitment

An online survey of employed professionals 
and what skills are essential for their job
(Davenport et al 2022)

The skills they can demonstrate with writing science 
are useful for the jobs they will go on to do.

More importantly how often will students be 
interviewed by specialists in their field?

Current students who work with public engagement 
make excellent student ambassadors!

As alumni they can also be useful in encouraging 
current students into the job sector.



Why is public engagement important for students?

Because we are required to…

“to present complex information in a clear and concise 
manner to a range of different audiences”
(QAA subject benchmark – Physics, Astronomy, and Astrophysics)

“ensuring a wide variety of types of communication 
from technical communication through to 
communicating to a non-specialist audience”
(IOP accreditation – KE12 transferable skills)

“However, physicists often fall short on broader 
translational skills, such as effective communication, 
team working, creativity and the ability to find cross-
disciplinary solutions to complex problems”
(Physics World – Jan 23)

NTU principles – 3 Enriching Society and 6 Empowering People

It benefits our CPD too!

Provides excellent evidence 
for assessment criteria in HEA 
fellowship at all levels



How is knowledge transferred?

University?

This provides specialist information to you on 
your subject. Any downsides?

This provides your physics information to a high 
level but how do you know about other topics?

School: How accurate is your recollection of 
this? 

Think back to your physics lessons, did these 
describe the principles you now know about 
well?

What are we left with?



“Trusted sources” You may know where to find trusted information but what about 
people who don’t? Where do they get their information from?

What problems does this cause?

Or even the dreaded YouTube!



“Trusted sources”

Countering bad science is difficult – but entirely possible.

How would you try and provide a counter point to the following videos (to a lay audience)?

…although it’s not all bad!

Any positives or negatives you could take away about 
the style of presentation of any of these videos?

These skills are transferable to writing as well!



Lets hear your suggestions – who do you know who publicly communicates physics?

Who communicates science well?

I suspect you have mostly come 
up with only a few big names…

Michio Kaku Jim Al-Khalili Lucie Green

There are actually lots of excellent physics communicators 
but they tend to only reach small numbers of people.



Why do you have to communicate science?
Employability!

• Communicating in a team well

• Working with other disciplines

• Providing education

• Showing your results

• Lets you examine your knowledge for gaps

• Excellent interview practice

• Builds confidence in public (or academic) speaking

• It can be a lot of fun!

As professional physicists we have a 
duty to provide accurate, yet easy to 
understand information for others.



What does the science community think about public communication skills?

Academic

• How Academic Biologists and Physicists View Science 
Outreach This study from 2012 basically says that 
outreach in physics is highly biased on gender, and 
seen as a non legitimate use of time.

• A project-based course about outreach in a physics 
curriculum This paper (2016) talks about the skills 
developed by students when creating their own 
outreach ideas as part of a module (Project 
management and group work).

• An Instrument for Assessing Scientists’ Written Skills in 
Public Communication of Science An interesting paper 
which assesses how scientists communicate. The main 
areas are: Clarity, Content, Knowledge organisation, 
Style, Analogy, Narrative, and Dialogue.

Personal experience

• Practice is key, you will not be amazing on your first (or 
possible even your tenth) attempt.

• Confidence comes with experience and once you have 
this it is a lot of fun to do!

• Letting people understand a little of what you know is 
very rewarding.

• Public communication has massive advantages when it 
comes to job interviews – you are prepared to talk to 
people you have never met before and tell them about 
physics!

• Lets you meet a lot of communicators from other 
disciplines – can further your own research as well.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0036240
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0143-0807/37/4/045704/meta
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1075547012440634


Task 1 – critical analysis of science articles

I ask the students to pre-read three anonymous science articles and give them time in 
class to read them again (maybe the first time!). 

We will have a quick read through now and think about each of these subjective
questions – we will have a Kahoot and group discussion afterwards.

Article

Can you tell anything about 
the target audience?

Do you understand what the article is 
trying to state? Is it too complicated?

Is the article interesting 
to you? Do you like it?

Can you tell anything 
about the author?



Article 1



Article 2



Article 3



Back to the slides!

Ok so we have had a read through of the articles; the students usually have plenty of opinions at this 
point! The Kahoot is well attended and the discussion afterwards is usually focused on the more confident 
students.

What are your opinions on each of the articles though?

Article

Can you tell anything about 
the target audience?

Do you understand what the article is 
trying to state? Is it too complicated?

Is the article interesting 
to you? Do you like it?

Can you tell anything 
about the author?



Did you guess who the authors were?

My lack of modesty means that all three articles were mine 
– showing that anybody can write in a range of styles. 

Note: some of this number is international 
language versions of some articles.



Writing style – analogies:

As part of the materials delivered in the synchronous session – I discuss 
my processes and in particular the use of analogy to aid understanding



Task 2 – Critical look at articles

Once the material has been delivered on article types etc a second task is ready for the students

Clarity, Content, Knowledge 
organisation, Style, Analogy, 

Narrative, and Dialogue

Article 4:
Relativistic frame dragging

Article 5:
Mass of Galaxy clusters

Article 6:
Light pollution and observing



Assessment:

An article about any aspect of space science/astrophysics, 1000 word limit
Dropbox submission – provided in NOW documentation



Writing style –
formative feedback

Consider what we have already discussed and think about 
the assessment criteria of Baram-Tsabari and Lewenstein

Clarity, Content, Knowledge organisation, Style, Analogy, 
Narrative, and Dialogue

What is your target audience?

Is this suitable for the public? Interstellar reddening produced by micron-sized dust particles selectively 
dims shorter-wavelength, bluer light more than it does longer-wavelength, 
redder light, leading to Balmer line ratios that differ systematically from the 
theoretical predictions. A planetary nebula lying behind a cloud of 
interstellar dust will be observed to have the intensity ratios Hα/Hβ more 
than 2.86, and Hγ/Hβ less than 0.47. The more dust, the greater the disparity 
between the observed and theoretical Balmer decrements.

How would you phrase it?

Taken from lecture notes at Williams College, USA



Writing style - topics: Consider what we have already discussed and think about 
the assessment criteria of Baram-Tsabari and Lewenstein

Clarity, Content, Knowledge organisation, Style, Analogy, 
Narrative, and Dialogue

You have 1000 words, what can you fit in?

Explainers:

You can fit in one major idea 
and several smaller adjoining 
concepts

e.g. The life cycle of a star 
(major) can include fusion 
(minor), gravity (minor), and 
temperature (minor).

New science:

Give some background history and 
why it is important.

e.g. The launch of Chandraayan-3 by 
the ISRO. History is that C-1 fell 
apart after a year, C-2 lander 
crashed. Importance, India becomes 
the fourth nation to make a 
successful soft lunar landing

Future:

Where has it been suggested, is it 
possible, why is it useful?

e.g. Solar sails; a sci fi concept that 
has yet to be fully trialed. Uses 
green energy only so no rocket fuel.

Difficult to return back though



What did students write about?
2020:

• Plasma Cutter from the Dead Space franchise; A Potential 
Future Development of Today’s Plasma Cutters 

• The future of private space industry

• Patterned permafrost terrain cracks on Mars and Earth

• How to boil an egg in space

• Could a meteor be the end of all life on Earth as we know it?

• What have the rovers ever done for us

• Can astronomers help avert the end of the world

• Will we take pets to Mars with us?

• Where is everybody?

• The gravity of black holes and their discovery

• Lightsabers, a weapon of the near future

• What we know about galaxies, their types, and how they 
have evolved

• Could humanity ever reach beyond the Sol system

• The universe is expanding quicker than it should be – and no one 
knows why

• What we know about the history of the universe

• A viable way to harvest energy from the sun – the Dyson swarm

• Hanny’s Voorwerp: How a music teacher had astronomers baffled



What did students write about?
2021:

• The life of a future Titan coloniser

• Pluto: planet or not?

• Could Mars be our future home?

• How SpaceX could harm astronomy and mankind. Starlink
and its possible consequences

• Are there any real possibilities for interstellar travel or are 
we stuck on this planet

• The James Webb Space Telescope: The successor to Hubble

• The Apollo 11 journey: to the Moon and back

• Starlink: Help or hindrance

• Rogue planets, the lonely wanderers

• Io: The most volcanically active world in the solar system

• Magnetars, the stellar magnets

• Why does the sun have acne?

• The restaurant at the end of the Universe: The signature tastes and 
scents of space.

• The James Webb Space Telescope: The next generation in space 
exploration

• Warp Drives – our only chance to reach the stars?

• Creating supernova on Earth

• The true image of space

• Powering expansion: harnessing the stars

• Go ExTTrA terrestrial with the Exoplanet Tourism &Travel 
Association

• Why the moon changes shape and how it affects our seasons

• Artificial gravity

• Offworld bases: Are they possible? The technology bringing them 
to fruition and what is it they need.



What did students write about?
2022:

• The telescope that can look through time

• Finding a new Earth: Detection of Exoplanets and their 
Atmospheres

• Black hole bombs – Our annihilation sucks

• How can we make Venus a liveable planet for humans?

• Dogecoin to the moon – solving the space currency issue

• Will human settlements offworld ever be possible

• Neutron stars, what are they?

• Energy production of the far future: Dyson spheres, and Dyson 
swarms

• Finding life on other planets

• Soviet Man in Space (советский человек в космосе)

• Solar sails: The future of space travel

• A look at some of the most expensive out of this world objects

• How to fly in space

• The quarter decade birthday of one of the most important 
missions to the outer solar system

• Are “Bespin-like” cloud cities on Venus the future of human 
colonisation?

• Fusion: Future or Fiction

• How the formation of the US Space Force may signal changes in 
the methods of future conflict

• How to move the solar system: The future of space travel

• Communicating Astrophysics and Space Science



What did students write about?
2023:

• Human life on Mars

• What is inside a black hole

• Is there another you out there?

• Would the vacuum of space kill Fortnite Ninja

• Speedrunning games and rigging elections with space 
particles

• Is space really that cool?

• The influence of space exploration on fashion

• Using starlight to determine the age of the universe

• The Goldilocks zone

• Astronomical inaccuracies in the Star Wars franchise

• Can you build muscle in space?

• Could Mass Effect’s element zero exist?

• Velcro board games? How do astronauts have fun 250+ miles away 
from the Earth’s surface?

• The strobe lights of the universe - Pulsars

• Life on other planets

• What are black holes and why are they so weird?



I encourage the students 
to forget tradition!



Student grades
You may have noticed some similar topics popping up…

These are not penalised at all but do affect the markers subconscious 
feeling towards the article – which I do my best to ignore!



Student grades
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Comparison of lab 2 to overall lab score

Blue line shows matching scores across Cosmology labs 
generally and the public science article – all 4 years



Student grades

The line of unity shows that this assessment does no harm to final grades 
but does help those students who are achieving mainly 40-50% in modules.
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GBA:

• Not easy to mark as there 
is subjective assessment 
involved

• All five areas are equally 
weighted

• Description is planned to 
be succinct yet clear for 
the students

• How do you judge 
interest?



Tips provided to students:

1. Make it interesting! This is the most important point here…

2. Practice writing different bits

3. Test your skills on your family or non-physics friends do they get what you are talking 
about?

4. Consider writing a science blog or doing some YouTube videos – potentially reader 
articles in online newspapers

5. Think about your audience level, maybe read other articles aimed at that group.

6. If you use an equation or two make sure you explain what it is, and what its purpose is.



Thank you and 
any questions?

Take away points:

• Try something creative with student assessment

• You don’t have to be an expert to have a go at 
subject communication

• The students are really good at feeding back 
what is good communication and what is not

• Poor science does not mean poor 
communication skills!

• I need to find a way of getting these articles 
available to the public…


